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0. Introduction 
This paper is a sequel to a paper [2] by J.F.P. Hudson entitled “Obstructions to 
embedding disks”. 
Let f: (D”, Y-l) + ( W”, d W) be a map of a n-disk to a manifold W of dimension 
m. In his paper, Hudson defines an element df)E 
Hz,-,+, ( W, 8 W; Z/( 1+ (-l)“-“)h) such that if f is homotopic to an embedding, 
then r(f) = 0. He proves the converse for ( W, 8 W) 2n - m connected in case m - n 
is odd, m-na3,2n- m L 2 (this condition is implicit in his proof) and rr( W) = 
~~(8 W) = 0. He left as a conjecture the case m -n even. 
In this paper we wish to do 3 things: (1) Prove Hudson’s conjecture, (2) eliminate 
the hypothesis ni( W) = n,(a W) = 0, and (3) extend the result to the case of more 
than one disk. These results are part of the author’s thesis [9] entitled “On the 
existence and classification of homotopy embeddings of a complex into a manifold”. 
In embedding up to homotopy (see Wall [6] or the discussion in [2]), one is led 
to the problem of embedding disks. In a later paper [8], we will use the results 
presented here to give a complete analysis of the homotopy embedding problem in 
the 2n -m connected case. 
In Section 1, we recall the definition of Hudson’s self-intersection invariant a(f). 
For a pair of maps f: (D”, S”-l) + ( W, a W), g: (D”, 57-l) + ( W, 8 W) we introduce 
an intersection invariant i( f, g) E Hz,_ ,,,+,( W, a W; Z). These invariants depend only 
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on the homotopy types of the maps. i(f, g) = 0 if f and g are homotopic to maps 
with disjoint images. 
In Section 2, we introduce invariants 6(f), f(f, g) for the non-simply connected 
case. These are just the invariants a, i of Section 1, but measured in the universal 
cover. 
In Section 3, we introduce the invariant G?(f), for YE 7rTTI( W) of order 2. This 
element arises since if f(x) = yj( y), then f(y) = yf( x) for y of order 2, where f is 
a lift of J Again 6,,(f) is an invariant of the homotopy type of f and vanishes if f 
is an embedding. 
In Section 4 we state and prove the Main Theorem, that the vanishing of these 
invariants is sufficient to obtain embeddings, provided m -n 3 3, 2n -m 3 2 and 
( W, a W) is 2n - m connected. The proof is by engulfing. Briefly, the idea is as 
follows: Under the hypothesis of the theorem, we can engulf in dimensions less 
than 2n - m. Thus we need only concentrate our attention in the top dimension. In 
particular, singular points, triple points and non-transversal intersections cause no 
problem (Lemma 4.1). However, the top dimensional cell (at the source) may not 
be connected. Use the Whitney trick to connect the top dimensional cell (Lemma 
4.2). This top cell (an orientable 2n - m manifold, not a disk) admits a fixed point 
free involution T such that T(x) = y iff f(x) =f( y). The mapping cylinder of the 
quotient map is thus a connected 2n - m + 1 manifold (with orientability correspond- 
ing to the use of integer or mod 2 coefficients). Its fundamental class is the obstruction 
to engulfing (Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4). (The reader might note that our proof, in case 
m-n is odd, differs from Hudson’s in that we introduce no new singularities. His 
top cell is a disk with singularities and removing these disconnects this cell). 
1. The invariants a(f), i(f, g) 
The invariant a(f) was introduced by Hudson [2] (see also [3]). We give a brief 
review, with a few minor modifications suited to our purposes. Let W” be a 
m-dimensional manifold with boundary 8 W. Set Z, = Z/(1 +(-l)“-“)k. 
Let X = I” and f: (X, 3X) + ( W, 8 W) a map. 
Let dw be the diagonal of W X W. Under suitable conditions (general position 
and collaring), D(f)=(fxf)-‘(&)-d x supports a 2n - m cycle, 9(f). (If m-n 
is odd, &B(f) is S(af), but if m -n is even, 89(f) is 9(8f) only mod2 as 9(f) 
has boundary in dx. Therefore if m -n is even we define 9(f) only mod 2). If 
T:XXX+XXX is defined by T(x,y)=(y,x), then r(9(f))=(-1)“-“9(f). 
Define M=(f) to be the mapping cylinder of the map D(f) + D(f)/x - TX. Then 
M=(f) supports a 2n - m + 1 cycle AT(f) with boundary &(a!) + 9(f). If pI :X X 
X-*X is the projection onto the first factgr, and if Mf is the mapping cylinder of 
f, then p, induces a map M,-(f) +MP Then pr*[&(f), W-(f)1 in 
H Zn-m+l (Mf, Maf u X; 2,) = HZ”-,,,+, ( W, a W; Z,) represents u(f). 
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Let X=Y=I” and f:(X,aX)+(W,aW), g:(Y,aY)+(W,aW) be maps. 
D(f,g)=(fxg)-‘(d,)cXx Y supports a 2n-m cycle S(f,g) with boundary 
9(af, ag). If T is the switch map, then T(S(f, g)) = (-l)“-‘%(g,f). 
Let MT(fi g) be the mapping cylinder of D(g, f)LIq(g, f) + D(ji g)LID(g, f)lx - 
TX. Again Mr(f, g) supports a 2n --m+ 1 cycle JUT(L g) and p,*[JuAf, 811 in 
Hz”-m+l WfUgr Matuas u XII Y; Z) = H2n-m+* ( W, 8 W; Z) represents i(f. g). 
By examining these constructions for homotopies, we obtain that u, i are well 
defined homotopy invariants. Hence one may consider u and i as maps. 
1.1. u:~“(W,aw)-,H~n-m+,(W,~W;Ze) 
1.2. i:r,(W,aW)xT,(W,aW)-H,,_,+,(W,aW;Z). 
Since an embedding f has D(f) = 0 and maps f, g with disjoint images have 
D(f, g) =0 it follows that 
1.3. For a, p E n”( W, a W) 
(a) U(LY) = 0 if (Y is represented by an embedding (as an unbased map (I”, aZ”) --, 
(W8W)). 
(b) i(q /3) = 0 if a and /3 are represented by (unbased) maps with disjoint images. 
2. The invariants &, T 
In what follows we make the assumption n,(W) = ~,(a W). Let W 1: W be the 
projection of the universal cover of W, and choose a base point in p-*(a W) = 8 @I 
Then we have an isomorphism r,( W, a@) --* r,,( W, 8 W). Let 6 = c 0 p-L’, I= 
i 0 (pi’, p;‘) where V, i are the maps of 1.1 and 2.2 for the pair (I?, d W). For 
P~~,(W,aW),y~~~(W)=~,(aW),writeypfortheactionofyonp. 
Thus the invariants G, i measure the self-intersections and intersections of maps 
lifted to the universal cover. Now if fi: (D”, 9-l) -, ( W, 8 W) are disjoint embeddings, 
all the various lifts of the fj are disjointly embedded. Thus the following follows 
from 1.3. 
2.1. Let LY~,. . . , aI be (not necessarily distinct) elements of r,,( W, a W). If the ai 
are represented by disjoint embeddings (as unbased maps), then for all i, k, y, (where 
y# 1 if j=k), G(nj)=O and i(aj, y(~k)=O. 
3. The invariant c?,,, for y an element of order 2 in wTT1( W) 
Because the nature of our intersections involves the integer 2, elements of order 
2 in ri( W) = rr,(a W) will cause an additional problem. The invariant :(a, ya) (for 
y of order 2) of Section 2 may be refined somewhat. 
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Let C be a chain complex of free abelian groups and T: C + C be a chain map 
which acts freely on a set of generators of C and satisfying T’ = 1. Then (1 + T)C = 
ker 1 - T. 
Example. If y is an element of order 2 in rr,( W), considering y as a covering 
transformation of @, *y: C( 6’, 13ti) + C( @, 8 6’) is a chain map as above. We 
denote by H*( @, a6’/1 f y) the homology of the complex C( @, aG)/( 1 k 
y)C( G, I?*). Let p: v,( W)-+{*l} be the orientation character of W. 
Let f be as in Section 1. If f is the lifting of f to G, (under the isomorphism 
TT,,( 6’, a @) + n,,( W, in W)), then (considering y as a covering transformation) yf 
also lifts J 
Consider D(f yf> c XXX. This is invariant under the switch map T, since if 
f(x) = y!(y), then yf(x) = y2f(y) =f(y), since y has order 2. 
Now if f is in genera1 position, 7 and yf are also. The cycle 9(A yf) satisfies 
T*B(f, Yf, = c-l)“-“p(Y)WJt Yf>. 
Thus we have 
F-l)"-"P(Y)f*P,*~(f, rf,=f*p,*~*~(f, Yf,=Yf*PPI*wf,YfL 
i.e. the cycle f,p,,a(f, yf) is in the kernal of 
l+(-l)“-“+‘~(y)y=image l-(-l)m-“+lp(y)y. 
The above shows that the cycle p,*[O, l] X 9(f, yf) determines an element in 
~2,-,+,~h;r,,~~~u~/1+~-l~"-"p~Y~y~=H2,-,+*~~~a/1+~-l~"-"~~Y~Y~, 
representing G7,(a). 
By examining this construction for a homotopy, we get that tY is a well defined 
homotopy invariant. Moreover, since if f is an embedding, D(f, yf) = 0, we have that 
3.1. a,(a) = 0 if a is represented by an (unbased) embedding. 
4. The Main Theorem 
The invariants of Section 1, Section 2 and Section 3 are homological obstructions 
to embeddings. For ( W, a W) 2n - m connected, their vanishing is sufficient o obtain 
embeddings (m - n Z= 3, 2n - m L 2). 
Theorem. Let m-n 23, 2n-m 22. If (W, a W) is 2n-m connected, we may 
represent elements a, * - ’ al E T,, ( W, a W) by disjoint embeddings if and only if cF( aj) = 
O,~(a~,y~~~)=Oforall~,k,~(~~#1ifj=k)and~~(cu~)=Oforall~,~(~’=1,~#1). 
The proof is by engulfing. However, general position is not enough. Before 
engulfing, we homotope the maps f;. representing the aj so as to put the intersections 
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and self-intersections into a special form. For such A, under the hypothesis of the 
Theorem, it is easily seen that 6(h), GY( h) and r’( f,, yfk) are the only “obstructions” 
to the engulfing process. Before this proof, we give two lemmas. 
Let M”, W” be manifolds and f: A4 + W be a map. (If A4 has boundary we will 
always assume that f is a collared map of pairs, (f, af)‘: (M, aA4) + ( W, a W)). 
Lemma 4.1. (m - n 2 3). Any map f is homotopic to a map satisfying 
(a) dimension D(f) < 2n - m; 
(b) the triple points have dimension < 2n - m ; 
(c) the non-transversal intersections have dimension < 2 n - m. 
Proof. This is Lemma 23 of Hudson [4] which he states without proof. (a) and (b) 
are in Zeeman [7]. Then assuming (a) and (b), (c) is proven as follows: 
Let us recall briefly Zeeman’s method: Let A be a simplex, S,, S, spheres. Note 
that the join A * Si is homeomorphic to 8A * c(S,), where C(Si) is the cone on Si. 
Given a map 
A * S1 - A * Sz, 
we may replace it by a map 
1*F 
aA * c(S,) - aA * c(S,) 
where F: c(S,) + c(S,) is any map extending f: S, + Sz. Then these maps agree on 
aA * S, and are homotopic (rel aA * S,). 
Now let A be a 2n - m simplex of W which is the image of two simplices of M, 
say A,, Ab. Let S,, Sb, S be the linking spheres of A,, Ab, A. Then f =fa LIfb: S, II&, + 
S is a link of two m - n - 1 spheres in a 2m - 2n - 1 sphere. This link is classified 
(cf. [ 11) by the linking number z(f=, fb), so the intersection at A will be transverse 
if and only if P(fn,fb) = *l. 
If P’( fO, fb) f *l, a (boundary) connected sum of cone maps with linking number 
*l gives a map c(S,)LIc(S,) + c(S) extending f on S, LI Sb, up to isotopy. The maps 
ad, * c(S,) + aA * c(S), aAb * c(&,) + aA * c(S) will now intersect transversally in 
the interior of aA * c(S). 
Lemma 4.2. Let Up, V9 be submanifolds of W” meeting transversally in their 
intersection,p+q-m*2,m-p==3,m-q > 3. Let Z,, Z, be points in U n V. Given 
paths yU c U, yv t V, with end points z0 and zl, which are homotopic in W, there 
are disjoint disk neighbourhoods Dp+9-m c U n V of Zi and an isotopy h, of W, such 
that h,(U)n V=(Un V-D0LID,)uSpc9-“c1~[0, l] (i.e. we may do surgery of 
index 1 in the intersection U n V, connecting up different parts of the intersection). 
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Proof. This is the Whitney deformation. Let yu, yv be properly embedded curves 
in R* intersecting transversally in two points .q, and z,. Define embeddings 
~:IWP=IW~XIWP+~-~XIW~--~-~_,IW~=IW~X(W~+_~-~XIW~-~-I~~W~-~-I 
and 
by f(t, u, x) = (m(t), u, x9 0) and g(f, u, y) = (YV(~>, u, 0, y). Then f(Rp) ng(Rq) = 
&JXR P+q-mUZ, X~~+4-m and this intersection is transversal. 
Let Z-Z, be an isotopy of maps R --, R’ fixed outside a compact set and satisfying 
H,(t)= y~(t> for )s)a3, H,=H, for /SIC 1, H, intersects yv transversally in 2 
points for Jsl> 2 and Zf, n yv = 0 for IsI < 2. Define an embedding 
~‘:~~x~P-~-*~~=~~X~P-~X~~-P-I 
by f’(f, s) = (Z+,,,(f), s, 0). Then f’ is isotopic to f by an isotopy fixed outside a 
compact set. f’(R”) n g(Rq) = RpfqUm # Rp+q-m and this intersection is transversal. 
The proof of the Lemma is completed by showing that we can embed the model 
in IV. The deformation is then given by that above. We may assume yv, yv are 
embedded curves in CZ, V intersecting Un V only in q, and z,. Since they are 
homotopic, using general position and codimension 3, we may embed R’ in W such 
that R2n Cl= yu,R2n V= yv. 
Let No be a bundle over yu such that 
Extend NU along yv as a subbundle of N(yv, V), the normal bundle of yv in V, 
such that the resulting bundle over yv u yv is orientable. This is possible since 
dim N(yv, V) -dim NU > 0. Similarly define NV over yv u yv.Thus we have 
T( WY, u Yv = T(R2)lyu u yvOEp+q-mONvONu 
where E is a complementary bundle, ElyLrt T(U), E(yv c T(V). Now this 
decomposition can be extended over R2 (a possible obstruction lies in 
dSan-2/SPLp+q--m X SPL,_, XSPLqeI) =O, since p- 13 2). This shows that a 
regular neighbourhood of R2 is homeomorphic to the model. 
Proof of Theorem. Let q be represented by maps 6: (I”, aZn), + ( W, a W). Let 
f: ujh: uj(Z”, 8Z”)j + ( WY 8 W). 
We may suppose f satisfies Lemma 4.1. Let S,(f) = closure {x E uj( I”, aZ”)i such 
that f-If(x) contains3 2 points}. If S,(f)2”-“-’ denotes the 2n - m - 1 skeleton of 
S,(f), then Y = S2(f)-S2(f)2”-“-’ is a union of simplices. For x E Y, f-if(x) is 
two points x and f The map T: Y + Y given by T(x) = f is an involution on Y. 
To each simplex A of Y, assign a triple (j, k, y), y E m,(W) = the set of covering 
transformations of *, as follows: 
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For x E il, x E (I”, aZ”)j, f E (I”, al”),, and [(x) = yfk(_?), where 6 is the lifting of 
f, to W corresponding to the isomorphism riT,( 6’, a 6’) + TT,( W, 3 W). Then we may 
write Y = n( j.k.7) y( j.k,y) where y( j.k.yJ is the union of those simplices which are 
assigned the triple (j, k, y). Note that the map T satisfies T( Ycj._) ) = Yck.I.Y-L). 
We use Lemma 4.2 to get Y( j.k.?) connected. Let Xi, i = 0, 1 be points in different 
Simpkes Of Y( j.k.7) (if j = k, y2 = 1 we suppose x0 # a,). Then Xi are in I/” so we 
may join them by a path yU. Similarly we may join fi by a path yv in Z,“. These 
paths considered in W are homotopic. This follows since &yU) and yf;(yv) are 
lifts of these paths to @ with the same endpoints. The hypothesis of Lemma 4.2 is 
thus satisfied. 
Thus we have found a map f: Uj(Z”, aZ”), + ( W, a W) such that S,(f) = You 
ucj.k.y) y(j.k.v,T where Y. is a complex of dimension <2n - m and Y( j,k,-,) are disjoint 
connected manifolds of dimension 2n - m. On Y = S,(f) - Y,, the involution T is 
defined and satisfies T(x) = y iff f( x) = f( y). Let Mr( f) denote the mapping cylinder 
of the mapf restricted to S,(f): s,(f) +f(&(f)). Then MT(~) = MOW U[j,k.y]hf[j,k.y] 
where MO is a complex of dimension <2n - m + 1 and kf[j,k,y] is the mapping 
cylinder Of the map Y, j,k.y) u Y(k.j,y-') = Y[j,k.-,] + Y[j.k,y]/*-_Tx (if j= k and y*= 1 
then Ytj,j.Tl = Ycj.j,v,). Note that the M[j.k.y] are connected manifolds. 
We have an inclusion (M,(f), S,(f)uMr(af))c(Mf, ~i(Z”,aZ”)iu,M~,). It is 
easy to see (see for example Stallings Homotopy Embedding (engulfing) Theorem 
[5]) that if the map M,(f) + M, is homotopic (as a map of pairs) to a map with 
image in ui(Z”, 3Z”)i u Ma/ then we may engulf Sz( f) in the standard way and hence 
f is homotopic to an embedding i.e. the fi are homotopic to disjoint embeddings. 
Thus we must solve the above homotopy problem. The pair (Mf, u(Z”, aZ”)i u 
Mar) is 2n - m connected so we may find such a homotopy on a neighborhood of 
MO. We need only extend this homotopy to the Mcj,k.vl. There are two cases. 
Case 1. 
Eitherjfk,orj=k, y=l,orj=k, y* # 1. In this case the Mcj+k,Y1 can be lifted 
to the universal cover &&. Then Mfj,k,vl are orientable manifolds unless j = k and 
y = 1 and m -_n is even in which case they are non-orientable. The classes [M[j,+y]] 
in H2,_,+i(M,, u i(i”, ar’“)i u A&,> (Coefficients Z or B/2H) =Z-Z2,_,+,( r?/ ari/) 
are homological obstructions to the homotopy problem. Now [Mcj,k.YJ is ?(fi, yf,) 
([ML,,,,] is 6(h)). The following elementary Lemma shows we may extend the 
homotopy over the MLj.k.71 since by hypothesis i’<h, yfk) = 0 = G( fi). 
Lemma 4.3. Ler (B, A) be a k connected pair, k 5 2 and r,(A) = r,(B) = 0. Zf M 
is a compact connected manifold with boundary, of dimension k + 1, f: (M, aM) + 
(B, A) is a map, then f is homotopic relative aM to a map info A if and only if 
f,[M] E Hk+,( B, A) is zero. (Coefficients are integer or mod 2 according as M 
orientable or nor). 
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Case 2 
j=k, Yz= 1 and y # 1. In this case the Mci,,,,, may be lifted to h&/y, but not to 
I$$. The problem is that T(x) = y iff f(x) = yf(y). Lifting arbitrarily the 2n - m + 1 
simplices of MLj,i.yl determines an element [MI,,,I] in 
&n-m+,(JqJn, ai”) u A&,/l +(--l)“-“P(Y)Y) 
=Nz,-,c,(~act/l+(-l)m-np(Y)y) 
which is G,(q). The hypothesis gy(ai) = 0 and the following Lemma allow us to 
extend the homotopy over the Mcj,j.yl. This finishes the proof of the Theorem in 
Section 4. 
Lemma 4.4. Let (B, A) be a k connected pair, k 2 2 and r,(A) = n,(B) = Z/22. 
Let M be compact connected manifold with boundary, of dimension k + 1, and 
f: (M, aM) + (B, A) a map. Suppose the associated cover of M, I!?, is connected and 
orientable with involution e-orientation preserving. The obstruction to homotoping f 
relative aM into A is an element of Hk+,(@ A/ 1 - EY) where y is the covering 
transformation of 6. 
Proof. Let F be the fiber of the map A + B. The first and only obstruction lies in 
Hkt’(M, aM; flk(F))(lOCal coefficients) 
= %(F)/(l-eY)%(F) 
= H,+,@, A>/(1 - EY)Hk+d& A) 
=&.+,(&&l-&y). 
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